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ABSTRACT

The diagnosis of tuberculosis and lung cancer is difficult as symptoms of both diseases
are similar. A missed or wrong diagnosis of lung cancer or TB by clinician can lead to
delays in diagnosis and treatment and hence progression of the disease. This indicates
that lung cancer is often misdiagnosed as pulmonary tuberculosis, and vice versa in most
cases. Itschallenges and problems are big concerns in most developing countries,
including Ethiopia.

Research Issue:As the problem of lung disease is raising over time, unlike the Ethiopian
context which stuck on a diagnostic radiologist, globally, the means and techniques for
detecting same have also been increasing. However, approaches integrating two or more
lung disease together are rare.

Methods: In order to achieve the objective of the research, image processing based lung
disease classification techniquesusing MATLAB proposed and defined. Accordingly, a
digital image analysis technique based on morphological and Texture features was
developed to classify the two lung diseases. Sample lung images taken from three
hospitals andthe internet, and on average 100 images taken from each; Normal Lung,
Lung TB and Lung Cancer.

Finding: Approaches of KNN, Naïve Bayes and Neural Network classifiers on each
classification parameters of morphology, texture and the combination of the two are
compared. To evaluate accuracy of the classifier, 70% of the data set used for training
and the remaining 30% for testing. The classification system is supervised corresponding
to the predefined classes of the lung image. It is found that the classification performance
of KNN is better than Naïve Bayes and ANN classifier. It is also identified that the
discrimination power of texture feature is better than morphology feature, but when two
of the features are used together the classification accuracy is greater. Of all the
classification approaches, the best classificationperformanceis obtained using KNN
(specificity of90%, and Sensitivityof 86.67% for Lung TBand 83.33% for Lung Cancer).
The accuracy obtained from this approach is 86.67%.

Conclusion/Originality: The finding of thisstudy revealed that the two major and ever
deadly lung diseases can be classified more accurately from an x-ray image than a
radiologist can do. This will pave the way in treating the two diseases before progression
and saves the lives of many in developing countries like Ethiopia.

Key words: Lung TB, Lung Cancer, image classification
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Lung diseaserefers to many disorders affecting the lung such as asthma, Chronic

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease(COPD), tuberculosis, influenza, lung cancer, pneumonia

and other breathing problems. Lung disease€s signs and symptoms can differ by the type

of the affected disease. Common signs are; trouble inbreathing, shortness of breath,

feeling like not getting enough air, decreased ability to exercise, a cough that won't go

away, coughing up blood or mucus,and pain or discomfort when breathing in or

out[1][2] . Suchdiseases are caused by infection.

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectiondisease and the most commonover the world. It is

commonly caused by bacteria, which is known as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and

mostly affects the lungs of humans. TB is spread through the air from everyoneand

everywhereto the otherhealthypeople. By coughing, sneezing, spitting felt in patients,

TB bacteria disperses widely into the air. In every year, one-third of population of the

world has got MycobacteriumTB bacteria at a rate of one percent of population with new

infection[3].

Tuberculosis has been present in humans since antiquity. Tubercular decay has been

found in the spinesof mummies from 3000 to 2400 BC[4]. Hippocrates identified

phthisis (a Greek term for TB-460 BC) as the most widespread disease of the times

involving coughing up blood and fever, which was almost always fatal. The bacillus

causingTB was identified and describedin 1882 by Robert Koch.This author also found
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the similarity of bovine and human TB through a classification of cow milk as

pasteurized and unpasteurized, and he knew a glycerin extract for tubercle bacilli as a

remedy for TB.

Mycobacterium tuberculosis isthe causative agent ofTB, that one of the world€s most

devastating human pathogens, which causesmore than 2 million deaths annually. In

addition, an estimated2 billion people are latently infected with M. tuberculosis. Ethiopia

is rankedthe7th amongTB burden shouldering countries in the world [5].

A person with untreated pulmonary TB is estimated, on average, to infect 10-15 persons

annually. A primary infection due to Mycobacterium tuberculosis may actively develop

into clinical TB, pass as in apparent infection, or remain latent in the individualfor

months or years depending on the various host and environmental factors. Overt TB,

thus, could result from a reactivated latent infection or from a recent primary infection or

(secondary) re-infection. It has been observed that the transmission ofMycobacterium

tuberculosis is favored by dusty environment, poor ventilation, little sun light,

malnourished, background of alcohol and drug abuse, overcrowding, relative virulence of

the strain, the intensity of exposure to an infectious TB case (closeness and duration), and

the susceptibility and immune status of the exposed individual [6][7].

Lung cancer is a disease of abnormal cells multiplying and growing into a tumor. The

mortality rate of lung cancer is the highest among all other types of cancer. Lung cancer

is one of the most serious cancers in the world, with the smallest survival rateafter the

diagnosis, with a gradual increase in the number of deaths every year. Survival from lung

cancer is directly related to its growth at its detection time.However,people do have a
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higher chance of survival if the cancer can bedetected in the early stages [8]. Cancer

cells can be carried away from the lungs in blood, or lymph fluid that surrounds lung

tissue. Lymph flows through lymphatic vessels, which drain into lymph nodes located in

the lungs and in the centre of the chest. Lung cancer often spreads toward the centre of

the chest because the natural flow of lymph out of the lungs is toward the centre of the

chest. Lung cancer can be divided into two main groups, non-small cell lung cancer and

small cell lung cancer. These assigned of the lung cancer types are dependenton their

cellular characteristics [9].

Furthermore, the etiology oflung cancerhas been associated with smoking, occupational

exposure to arsenates, nitrosamines, asbestos, and aromatics, and indoor exposures to

radon, and to fume from fires or cooking stoves. And Outdoor air pollutions also

substantially contribute to the burden of lung cancers in urban dwellers. Inflammation

processes have long been linked to cancer development. Among intrinsic lung diseases

with inflammatory components, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma,

and pulmonary fibrosis have been linked to lung cancers. Tuberculosis with more than

80% of the cases primarily affecting the lungs entails a chronic inflammatory process.

Coexistence of tuberculosis and lung cancers is not uncommonclinically [10].

Higher prevalence of tuberculosis and overlap of its clinical presentation and radiological

features with lung cancer creates a scenario where a significant number of early lung

cancer patients mayget wrongly labeled as tuberculosis [11]. Early diagnosis and

immediate initiation of treatment are essential for an effective TB control. Delay in

diagnosis is significant to both disease prognosisat the individual level and transmission
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within the community. Most transmissions occur between the onset of cough and

initiation of treatment. The diagnosis of pulmonary TB depends on clinical suspicion,

response to treatment, chest radiographs, staining for acid-fast bacilli (AFB), culture for

TB, andnucleicacid amplification (NAA) [12].

Despite many advances in the diagnosis of TB in recent years, sputum smear testing

using the ZiehlƒNielsen stains (ZN) is still the basic tool for TB diagnosis and monitoring

because it is a quick, simple, and low cost testthat can be reproduced in any setting and

used to detect infectious cases in the community, a task that constitutes the cornerstone of

TB diagnosis and monitoring [13]. Theculture has always been considered to be the gold

standard technique for the diagnosis of TB. The result may be negative in some smear-

positive patients owing to the loss of viability of the bacilli or the process used to

decontaminate the sample. Likewise, false positive results may arise because of

contamination of specimens in thelaboratory. Despite these limitations, culture still plays

a key role in the diagnosis and management of TB [14]

In the case oflung cancer, one of the most important and difficult tasks the radiologist

has to carry out consists of the detection and diagnosis of cancerous lung nodules from

chest radiographs. Some of these lesions may not be detectedsincethey may be hidden

away by the underlying anatomical structure, or the low-quality of the images or the

subjective and variable decision criteria used byradiologists[15].

The clinical importance of chest radiographs, combined with their complicated nature,

explains the interest to develop computer algorithms to assist radiologists in reading chest

images[15]. To provide accurate diagnosis, nowadays,computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
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becomesone of the major research areasin medical imaging. Basically, computer-aided

diagnoses are processes which give a lot of information that helpphysiciansunderstand

medical images so that the accuracy of medical diagnosis could beimprovedand the time

taken in reading an image by traditional methods could be decreased. Using image

processing researchers have now focused on developing algorithmsthat detect many

typesof diseases; weakening of brain arteries, retinal fundus, lung cancer and pulmonary

nodules,breast cancer, kidney diseases, and coronary artery diseaseare someto mention

that arehelping radiologist in their decision-making. The CAD algorithm is provided

with functions that automatically analyses acquiredimage and providesan automatic

diagnosisto identify the suspected regions from images[16].

However, medical image processing needs continuous enhancements in terms of

techniques and applications to help improvea quality of services in health care industry

[17]. Accordingly, this study is meant to design an image processing techniqueenableto

detectthe two killer lung diseasesmoreaccurately from x-ray image.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Manually physicians diagnose lung diseases by simply observingx-ray, CT and MRI

images. In thisregard, one of the most important and difficult tasks the radiologists have

to face is the detection and diagnosis of abnormalities from chest radiographs by naked

eye. Some of these injurieshardly detected because of their complicated nature.

According to studies, radiologists fail to diagnose small lung nodules in as many as 30%

of positive cases[18].
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In recent years,globally, the CAD system for lung disease diagnosishas given a due

attentionand increasing over time. Accordingly, various researches havebeen carried out

on the classificationof lung diseases, including lung cancerand lung TB, based on CT

scanand x-ray imagesby applyingdifferent image processing techniques.

Due to better clarity, low noise and distortion than x-ray images, CT images areusually

preferredby researchersas data input in most of theliteratures[19]. Accordingly, an

automated system for nodule detection andclassification [20], a system that identifies

stages oflung cancer[9], a system that classifies lung diseases using Naïve bayes and

decision tree classifier [1] and a GLCM and ANN based system that classifies stages of

lung diseases[21] and manymore works developed from a CT imageusing different

processingtechniques.

However, x-ray is more generally availablethan CT imagesand thus initial diagnosis for

TB and lung cancerarenow widely performed byphysiciansmainlybased on chest x-ray

images[1]. Though relatively small in number, there arealsosimilar works that make use

of x- ray imagesfor lung disease classification. A lung segmentation method that

identifies stage of lung TB[22], a texture analysis systemsthat identify interstitial lung

diseases, andan image processing system that identifies lung TBusing supportedvector

machine [23] are some to mention.

From what we have observed, the depth and width of many researches vary each other.

The very close literature we came acrossduring our review thatresembles our proposed

system is the work ofPatil S.A. and Kuchanur M.B.(2012). This system classifieslung
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cancers into malignant(SC, NSC) and benign (TB) from x-ray images usingGLCM and

ANN classifiers with 49 images from eachto finally arriveat an accuracylevel of 83%.

Despitecontinuousimprovementsin medical image processing, there is a lack ofan

integrated approach tosupport lung disease treatment, and most of the image processing

techniques sofar gave much attention to lung cancer, andusuallymake use of CT scan

images(which are expensive and are not available everywhere). From all the available

vast number of works on medical diagnosis,image processing techniques that classify

lung TB and LungCancer ata time are rare, and if available less accurateand needs

improvement. Besides, the approach in the Ethiopian contextwhich is still sticking on the

traditional method of lung disease detection; an x-ray imaging and a diagnostic

radiologist, demands efficient detection system

Therefore, instead of dedicating the classificationtechniqueon either of the twolung

diseases, and at the same time considering the Ethiopianreal situation, this study is

supposed bridge the gap by employing a method of classifier designed to detect the two

major lung diseases; lung TB and lung cancer, from an x-ray image. To enhance all the

previous works,and obtainmore accurate results,we acquiredreasonable number oflung

images, more featuresare extracted and comparisonsare madeamong different

classifiers.Hence, we try to answer the following research question:

Question1; What are the common features oflung TB andlung cancer, andtheir distinct

features?

Question2; How to develop an effective lung disease diagnosismodel?
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Question3; What are thebasictechniques to defineusing features of diseases fromx-ray

image?

1.3. Objective of the Study

1.3.1. General Objective

The general objective ofthis study is to developlung diseaseClassificationsystem for

thedetection of Lung TBand Lung cancer.

1.3.2. Specific Objectives

The specific objectives of the researchare defined as follows;

ðü To diagnosis lung diseases like; lung TB and lung cancer

ðü To introduce x-ray classification techniques for lungdisease diagnosis

performance.

ðü To implementdynamic feature extraction to improveaccuracy of lung disease

detection.

ðü To synthesisanx-ray image limitation and challenge for the better oflung disease

classification

1.4. Scope and Limitation

The system classifies occurrences only on the lungfocusingonly on two diseases; lung

TB and Lung Cancer. Besides,accuracylevel of the result is totally dependent on the

quality of the source image, which is usually difficult inmany healthcare givinginstitutes

sincemost health facilities are less equipped with modern and quality equipments related
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to x-ray imaging. Besides, the number of features,image acquisition environment and

similar factors during the imaging process may affect the result. Accordingly, factors that

probably setback the accuracy level of the system should be investigated for further

improvement.

1.5. Significance of theStudy

This thesis finding would be essentialin promoting good and convenient methods for

classifying lung disease€s type. Knowledge and experienceof a physiciancan be one

asset. However, as they have very close symptoms,without having image classification

systemto achievethe desiredperformancein diagnosis and treatment of the lung patient

is impossible. Using image processing techniques forlung diseasesx-ray image

classificationsupportis to achieve a better result. Sothe diseases can be treated earlyand

least costly. Thestudyfinding also essential tothe radiologist/physicians in deliveringa

proper result on the given caseand using the extra effort for some other productive

purposethat enables improve patient case. The patient isalso benefit ingetting the

required quality medical service timely and at a better price to finally enjoy a healthier

and happier life than otherwise.

1.6. Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized into five chapters. The first chapter is an introduction and

describes backgrounds,resource issues,objectives of the thesis, methodologies as well as

its significance.In the second part of the thesis,more emphasis isgiven to related
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literatures on lung TB and lung cancer. Besides,imageprocessing works onthe two lung

diseasesreviewed.

The third part of the thesis focused on the design of lungdisease classification, especially

on features and classifiers. On the fourth chapterthe results from the experimentation

described and discussed in detail. Thefinal part of the study concludes the thesis and

recommendationon future improvements.
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2. LITERATRE RIVIEW

2.1.Introduction

The lungs are two spongy organs found in the chest. They are responsible for delivering

oxygen to the bloodstream. When breathed in, air moves into the lungs causing them to

expand. The air can then come very close to blood that is traveling in small vessels called

capillaries. When breathed out, substances that arenot needed, like carbon dioxide are

exhaled. The lungs are specially designed to place blood in close contact with as much air

as possible, so their tissues are very delicate[24].

It is part of a complex apparatus, expanding and relaxing thousands of times each day to

bring in oxygen and expelcarbon dioxide. Lung disease can result from problems in any

part of this system andaccording to webmed, fall on one of the following type[25]; Lung

Diseases Affecting the Airways, Lung Diseases Affecting the Air Sacs (Alveoli), Lung

Diseases Affecting Blood Vessels, Lung Diseases Affecting the Pleuraand Lung

Diseases Affecting theChest Wall

2.2.Pulmonary Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis (TB) is caused by bacteria (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) that most often

affect the lungs. Tuberculosis is curable and preventable. TB is spread from person to

person through the air. When people with lung TB cough, sneeze or spit, they propel the

TB germs into the air. A person needs to inhale only a few of these germs to become

infected[18].
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About one-third of the world's population havelatent TB, which means people have been

infected by TB bacteria but arenot (yet) ill with the disease and cannot transmit the

disease. People infected with TB bacteria have a 10% lifetime risk of falling ill with TB.

However, persons with compromised immune systems, such as people living with HIV,

malnutrition or diabetes, or people who use tobacco, have a much higher risk of falling ill

[ibid] .

2.2.1. Lung TB Diagnosis Methods

Before clinicians can diagnose TB diseasefor a patient, they must think of the possibility

of this disease when they see a patient with symptoms of TB or abnormal chest x-ray

findings. Because TB is not as common as it was many years ago, many clinicians do not

consider the possibility of TB when making diagnoses for patients who have symptoms.

When this happens, the diagnosis of TB may be delayed or even overlooked, and the

patient will remain ill and possibly infectious.Such a TB diagnosis can be categorized

into four, which includesthe medical history, the tuberculin skin test, the chest x-ray and

the bacteriologic examination.

2.2.1.1. The Medical History

a. Exposure to TB: One important part of the medical history is asking a patient

about his/her exposure to TB. Patients should be asked whether they have spent

time with someone who has infectious TB or someone with TB-like symptoms.

Anyone who has been exposed to TB may have LTBI. Many people become

infected withM. tuberculosiswithout knowingthe patient€s status and condition.
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The risk of being exposed to TB is higher for some occupations (for example,

certain health care workers) and in some residential facilities (for example,

nursing homes or correctional facilities).

b. Symptoms of TB disease:Another important part of the medical history is

checking for symptoms of TB disease. Although, people with TB disease may or

may not have symptoms, most patients with TB disease have one or more

symptoms that led them to seek medical care.

c. Previous TB infection or TB disease:During the medical history, the clinician

can get valuable information from apatient, whether he/she has ever been

diagnosed with or treated for TB infection or disease.

d. Risk factors for developing TB disease:A fourth part of the medical history is

checking forrisk factors for developing TB disease like: HIV infection, Low body

weight (10% or more belowan ideal), Diabetes mellitus, Chronic renal failure,

Certain types of cancer, Solid organ transplant

2.2.1.2. The Tuberculin Skin Test

Patients with symptoms of TB disease are often given a tuberculin skin test to detect

exposure to and infection with TB. However,20% of the patients found to have TB

disease have a negative tuberculin skin test reaction. For this reason, patients with

symptoms of TB disease should always be evaluated for TB disease, regardless of their

skin test results.
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2.2.1.3.The Chest X-ray

The chest x-ray is useful for diagnosing TB disease. About 85% of TB patients have

pulmonary TB. Usually, when a person has TB disease in the lungs, the chest x-ray

appears abnormal. It may show infiltrates (collections of fluid and cells in the tissues of

the lung) or cavities (hollow spaces within the lung that may contain many tubercle

bacilli).

2.2.1.4. The Bacteriologic Examination

The next step in diagnosing TB diseaseis the bacteriologic examination. This is done in

a laboratory that specifically deals withM. tuberculosisand other mycobacteria (a

mycobacteriology laboratory). There are four parts to a bacteriologic examination.

a. Obtaining a specimen

b. Examining thespecimen under a microscope

c. Culturing the specimen

d. Conducting drug susceptibility testing

2.3.Lung Cancer

Lung cancer refers to growth of malignant cells in the tissue of the lungswhich occurs

when cells in the lung begin to grow out of control and can then invade nearby tissues or

spread throughout the body. Large collections of cancer cells are called tumors.If left

untreated, this growth can spread beyond the lung by the process ofmetastasisinto

nearby tissue or other parts of the body. Mostcancersthat start in the lung, known as
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primary lung cancers, arecarcinomas. The two main types aresmall-cell lung

carcinoma(SCLC) andnon-small-cell lung carcinoma(NSCLC). Lung cancer, the

leading cause of cancer death among men and the second among women, is responsible

for 1.3 million deaths world-wide annually[24]. Treatment options are those commonly

associated with other cancers and include surgical resection, chemotherapy, andradiation

therapy. Common symptoms of lung cancer include shortness of breath, chronic cough,

weight loss, and fatigue[26].

2.3.1. Lung Cancer Diagnosis Methods

Imaging tests: Performing achest radiographis one of the first investigative steps if a

person reports symptoms that may suggest lung cancer. This may reveal an obvious mass,

widening of themediastinum(suggestiveof spread tolymph nodesthere),atelectasis

(collapse), consolidation (pneumonia) orpleural effusion.CT imagingis typically used to

provide more information about the type and extent of disease. Bronchoscopyor CT-

guidedbiopsyis often used to sample the tumor forhistopathology[27].

Lung cancer often appears as asolitary pulmonary noduleon a chest radiograph.

However, thedifferential diagnosisis wide. Many other diseases can also give this

appearance, including metastaticcancer,hamartomas, and infectiousgranulomassuch

astuberculosis. The definitive diagnosis of lung cancer is based

on histologicalexamination of the suspicioustissuein the context of the clinical and

radiological features.A PET scanand anMRI scan of the brain are often done to

examine other areas of the body where lung cancer can spread[ibid] .
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Sputum cytology: If there is a serious cough and are producing sputum, looking at the

sputum under the microscope can sometimes reveal the presence of lung cancer cells.

Tissue sample (biopsy):While all of the remaining tests are important pieces of the

puzzle, a biopsy is the only way to know for sure if there is a cancer cell. A biopsy takes

a sample of the suspicious area, which is then examined under a microscope for the

presence of cancer cells. In addition, the biopsy is necessary to determine the type of lung

cancer and if cancer cells are present in the lymph nodes[28].

2.4.Prevalence of Lung TB and Lung Cancer in Ethiopia

Ethiopia is one of the 22 high burden countries (HBCs) and TB remains one of the

leading causes of mortality. According to the 2014 WHO report(fig 2.1), the prevalence

and incidence of all forms of TBare 211 and 224 per 100,000 of the population,

respectively. Excluding HIV related deaths, in 2013 TB mortality was estimated to be 32

per 100,000 of the population. About 13% of all new TB cases are also HIV co-infected.

Moreover, Ethiopia is one of thehigh TB/HIV and multidrug resistant TB (MDR TB)

burden countries. Among TB patients with known HIV status, about 11% were HIV co-

infected. According to the recent national TB drug resistance surveillance report, 2.3% of

new TB cases and 17.8% of previouslytreated TB cases were estimated to have MDR.
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Figure 2.1 TB update 2014, March 2015

On the other hand, Lung cancer is the most frequent cancer death among men in the

world with an estimated age-adjusted mortality rate of 23.0 per 100,000 inthe year 2008.

Furthermore, smoking is the leading cause of cancer and was approximated to contribute

to about 21% of all deaths from cancer worldwide.In Sub Saharan Africa, the prevalence

of smoking was 28% among male and 8% among female population older than 15-years

in 1995. Despite this relatively high prevalence in this region, data on lung cancer

prevalence is unavailable in Ethiopia[25].

2.5.The Mimic Between Lung TB and Lung Cancer

Lung cancer (LC) is the most deadly type of cancer and represents amajor public health

problem worldwide. It is the leading cause of cancer-related death in the world, with 1.3

million deaths annually. Similarly, another major cause of morbidity and mortality,

especially in developing countries, is tuberculosis.In low incident countries with high
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incidence of lung cancer and varying clinical presentations, TB often gets misdiagnosed

with the result of delayed treatment start and unnecessary diagnostic procedures. On the

other hand, many early lung cancers have been treated wrongly as pulmonary TB because

the clinical and the radiological features for both conditions are similar andleading to

delay in the correct diagnosis as well as exposure to inappropriate medication. Several

factors are responsible for this situation in developing countries, including lack of

awareness, inadequate infrastructure and socio-economic factors[29] [30][31].

There are many similarities between Lung Cancer and TB like; theyarevery common,

have high prevalence, involve lung parenchyma and above all,characterizedby similar

symptoms. But, there are many differences between these two entities like they have

different etiologies (pulmonary tuberculosis is infectious while lung cancer isthe non-

infectious disease), different consequences, and altogether different management. Delay

in the diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer results in poorer outcome and lower

survival [32]. According to studies,delay in diagnosis of lung cancerwas significantly

high in patients who had received anti-tubercular treatment for current symptoms

compared with those who did not. This indicates that lung cancer is often misdiagnosed

as pulmonary tuberculosis, and these patients are presumptively givenATT, hence

causinga significant delay in diagnosing cancer. The majority of lung cancers (< 80%)

are diagnosed at anadvanced stage, i.e. stage IIIand IV[ibid] .

2.6.Image ProcessingBasedDiagnosis Techniques

Image processing has become an active researchtopic in recent years. Researchers have

focused on developing algorithms using image processing to detect many types of
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diseases using computeraided diagnosis;weakening of brain arteries, retinal fundus, lung

cancer and pulmonary nodules,breast cancer, kidney diseases, and coronary artery

disease[16]

Improving the quality of CAD diagnosis, increase therapyof success by early detection

of a disease,avoid unnecessary biopsies, reduce radiotherapist interpretation time,

eliminates the need of repeated visits of patient to a doctor, increases accuracy of

diagnosis, and improves the reliability of diagnosis. Although CAD is improving

overtime, its accuracy has been an issue of concernin some areas. But, if new techniques

and advanced methods like a number of classifiers are attached with the system then it

can produce far more accurate resultsin diagnosis[ibid].

Physicians are usually unable to diagnose accuratelungs disease by only viewing x-ray,

CT image, MRI image etc. This signifies the importance of using image processing to

diagnose lung diseases.A study by [Sagar N. Vidhate, V. S. Dhongde ( 2013)] used

texture analysis systems to diagnose lung diseases from microscopic images of patients

which are affected with interstitial lung disease (ILD) usinga high-resolution computed

tomography (HRCT) data. This system segments the right and left lung in to three

different sections and makes an analysis of the texture patterns and then a classifier is

trained to distinguish between emphysema and no emphysema tissue. In the texture

analysis and classification values of standard deviation, entropy and texture index are

considered and fuzzy logic is used in the classification of lungs disease. A HRCT image

gives accuracyof 70-80 percent but by using microscopic images increased to an
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accuracy levelto 90% [33]. The image processingtechniques developedby many authors

on lung TB and lung cancer independently are described below;

2.6.1. Lung TB

Despite the existence of an effective and affordable cure, tuberculosis (TB) remains one

of the world€s major health care challenges. Mortality and morbidity rates are only

slightly lower than those of the well-known HIV/AIDS epidemic, but TB has received

less attention of the media and public. One of the reasons for this has been the decline of

TB in high-income countries. TB is diagnosed using a combination of clinical symptoms,

chestradiography, and sputum examination. The typical symptoms associated with TB

are fever, weight loss, night sweats, and coughing. Manually the detection of TB cavities,

which is done by just looking at the X-rays/CT images byphysicians/techniciansby

looking at the images by the naked eye, therearemore chances for wrong prediction of

the intensity of the cavities.Because of this wrong prediction of the cavities, the

physicians may not prescribea correct dosage of medicine. They may prescribe high or

low dosage of medicine. If the dosage is too highit leads into various harmful effects

such as causing other diseases. If the dosage is too low the patient cannot easily recover

from the disease soon. So the accurate detection of the cavities must be donefor the

accurate prescription of medicine with the correct dosage to get rid of the disease

completely[23].

So the automatic detection of tuberculosis from x-ray maybe helpful in the rural area

where an expert radiologist is not always available. Developing a CAD system for

diagnosing TB is a challenging task. It includes;segmentation, feature extraction and
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classification. In recent years, due to the complexity of developing full-fledged CAD

systems for x-ray analysis, research has concentrated on developing solutions for specific

sub problems. The segmentation of the lung field is a typical task that any CAD system

needs to support, for a proper evaluation of CXRs. In the segmentation stage, proper

methods were used to segment the lung field correctly.In general, segmentation in

medical images has to cope with poor contrast, acquisition noise due to hardware

constraints, and anatomical shape variations. Depending on the lung segmentation,

different features were extracted for the further analysis. Theextracted features are input

to the classifier, which then classifies a given input image into either normal or abnormal.

Here first extracts the lung region using a region based active contour segmentation

method. For this lung region, compute a set of texture and shape features, which enable

the x-rays to be classified as normal or abnormal using a binary classifier[ibid] .

Detecting cavities from chest x-ray is an efficient method for diagnosing the TB. Region

based active contour segmentation is usedfor segmenting lung field, and theextracted

features are classified using supported vector machine as normal and abnormal. The

Montgomery County (MC) Data set contains 138 posterioanterior cxrs, among which 80

cxrs are normal and 58 cxrs are abnormal withmanifestations of TB are used. All images

of the MC set are in 12- bit grayscale, captured with aEureka stationary x-ray machine

(CR). The abnormal cxrs cover a wide range of TB-related abnormalities, including

effusions and miliary patterns.TB can be detected from Chest x-ray images by using

image processing methods like segmentation, Feature Extraction and classification.

Existing diagnostics method such as sputum staining has become less reliable in high
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population. So this methodcanbe helpful in rural areas.Increasingthe features selected

and using another segmentation method may get more accurate result[ibid] .

Rachna H. B., M. S. Mallikarjuna Swamy(2013) developed an algorithm based image

processingfor identification of TB bacteria in sputum. The method is based on Otsu

thresholding and k-means clustering approach. The performance of clustering and

thresholding algorithms for segmenting TB bacilli in tissue sections was compared.

Authorsdeveloped asegmentation algorithm to automate the process of detection of TB

using digital microscopic images of different subjects. A performance comparison of

clustering and thresholding algorithms for segmenting TB bacilli in ZN-stained tissue

slide images was carried out[34].

Adgaonkar A. et al (2014) also made use neural network based classifiers image

processing techniques foran automatic identification of TB bacilliand founda good

output. The proposed system performed93.5% sensitivity foridentifying individual

bacilli. The technique involved segmentation followed by an identification procedure.

The segmentation allowed the elimination of a great amount of unwanted objects, and

therefore, only those characterized to have a similarcolor as that of the bacilli were

retained[35].

On the other hand, in Adi K. et al (2013), research, an algorithmdevelopedto identify

andcountthe number of tuberculosisis alsoanother interesting approach thatfocused on

microscope imaging. Colorsegmentationdone by way of extracting the saturation

channel of NTSC (Luminance, Hue, saturation) color model. Feature extraction for

bacteria shape identification process was using two parameters, i.e. eccentricity and
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compactness. The training and object classificationwas using Support Vector Machine

algorithm [36]. They proved that Support Vector Machine is good to be applied in

detecting and counting the number of tuberculosis bacteria

Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN) stained acid-fast bacilli (AFB) in digital images is detected using

innovative computational algorism byP. Sadaphal, J. Rao, G. W. Comstock,M. F. Beg.

Automated, multi-stage, color-based Bayesian segmentation identified possible „TB

objects€, removed artifacts by shape comparison and color-labeled objects as „definite€,

„possible€ or „non-TB€, bypassingphoto micrographiccalibration[37].

Management of tuberculosis cavities that are clearly benign or malignant is

straightforward. Thedifficulty is in the evaluation and management of the indeterminate

nodule and the goal was to correctly diagnose indeterminate tuberculosis cavities,

allowing curative resection of early-stage malignant tuberculosis cavities and avoiding

the morbidity and mortality of surgery for benign tuberculosis cavities. The proposed

technique was successful in detecting tiny cavities on lung x-ray image[38].

A paper by [Manisha R.K, Palanisamy K.S.(2016)]detailedan automated approach for

lung TB diagnosis and makes use of Chest radiography for same. The lung region is

extracted using Graph cut lung segmentation method for identifying the ribs and

clavicles, which are needed for the diagnosis. The Graph cut lung segmentation method

provides better accuracy and then the classification is performed between normal and

abnormal x-ray patterns.Finally, the research found that the automated approach

provides better performance than the manual diagnosis of the TB and thestages are

identified using classification algorithm [22].
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2.6.2. Lung Cancer

Lung cancer seems to be the common cause of death among people throughout the world.

Early detection of lung cancer can increase the chance of survival among people. The

overall 5-year survival rate for lung cancer patients increases from 14 to 49% if the

disease is detected in time.One of the most important and difficult tasks the radiologist

has to carry out consists of the detection and diagnosis of cancerous lung nodules from

chest radiographs. Some of these lesions may not be detectedsince they may be

camouflaged(hidden away)by the underlying anatomical structure, or the low-quality of

the images or the subjective(one-sided) and variable decision criteria used by

radiologists. Previous studiesshowed that radiologists fail to diagnose small lung nodules

in as many as 30% of positive cases[18]. Hence, a lung cancer detection system using

image processing has been used to classify the present of lung cancer in images. In

studies of this kind, MATLAB was usedin all the procedures.To obtain more accurate

resultsstages were divided in to three: Image Enhancement stage, Image Segmentation

stage and Features Extraction stage[39].

Al -Fahoum A. et.al (2014) developedan automated intelligent system for nodule

detection and classificationcould read the DICOM CT images andapplied some

advanced image processing principles to facilitate the segmentation and detection of mass

lesions. The small-sized cancer areas, presumably when they are biologically early in

their evolution, are amenable to surgical cure. Theproposedsystem was also able to

display the size of the detected cancer, to replace the manually process of measurements

that is taken by the radiologist to measure the width (transverse) and the length (anterior-
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posterior) distances of the cancer area. The system discussed in this study displays each

detected area boundary to simplify the detection of region boundary that is subjected to

the observer variations. Low contrast cancer areas that have advanced stages in the

disease may have calcification, necrosis and cavitations; low contrast regions constitute a

challenge and a source of error fora radiologist[20].

G. Vijaya, A. Suhasini, and R. Priya (2014) andVaralakshmi.K(2013)alsoproposedan

automatic cancer detection system of which the laterfocused on ahybrid approach called

neuro- fuzzy algorithm. The segmentation was achieved througha seriesof techniques

including; thresholding, median filtering, closing, and labeling. Lung region was

extracted from the original CT image. From the lung region, the ROIs were obtained. The

nodules were evaluated based on the features such as size of area, circularity, skewness,

kurtosis and mean and then subjected to classification to classify the odules. Neural fuzzy

model was designed to extract suitable diagnosis rules, and classified the true nodules

from the ROIs[40] [41].

Faleh H. Mahmood, Wafaa A. Abbas and S. M. Ali(2014)worked ona semi-automatic

segmentation algorithm for lung's tumor detection and extractionthat showed a good

performance. The extracted tumor areafrom the CT slice was measured by a method

based on the Display Field OF View (DFOV). To provide physicians with volumetric

data, the lung CT images have been pre-processed by enhancingtheir contrast to make

them ready for segmentation by implementing the K-means classification algorithm. As

the segmentation is performed on lung region, the tumor features havebeen determined

and isolated by performing the seeded region growing algorithm. The tumor areas of the
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image slices have been calculated and used to determine the tumor volume by stacking

the extracted tumors on top of one another.

Vijay A.Gajdhane and Deshpande L.M(2014) andKhin Mya,  Mya Tun and Aung Soe

Khaing (2014)also proposed a system  that identifies stage of lung cancer from a CT

scan images. The region of interest, i.e., tumor is identified accurately from the original

image. Gabor filter and watershed segmentation gives best results for pre-processing

stage. From the extracted region of interest, three features were extracted i.e., area,

perimeter and eccentricity. These three features helped to identify the stage of lung

cancer. The results indicated that the tumors were of different dimensions. By measuring

the dimensions of the tumor the lung cancer stage can be detected accurately.

Furthermore,for classification purpose, Support Vector Machines were an attractive

approach to data modeling.They combined generalization control with a technique to

address the curse of dimensionality. The kernel mapping provided a unifying framework

for most of the commonly employed model architectures, enabling comparisons to be

performed. In classification problems generalization control was obtained by maximizing

the margin, which corresponds to minimization of the weight vector in a canonical

framework. In feature extraction, physical dimensional measures and gray-level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM) method were used. Artificial neural network (ANN) was

applied for classification of disease stages[9][21].

In Khin M.M., Aung S.K.(2014) study, median filter used for image pre-processing and

Otsu€s thresholding method for segmentation. In feature extraction,physical dimensional

measures and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method are used. Artificial
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neural network (ANN) is applied for classification of disease stages from CT scan image

[21].

Image processing has become an active research topic in recent years. Researchers have

focused on developing an algorithm using image processing to detect the different types

of cancer in its early stage. Various preprocessing steps using image processing have

been proposed. But high accuracy, sensitivity and specificity are important. To achieve

this, preprocessing of the acquired original image is needed. In[Santosh S. , Yogesh S.

and Ritu V.( 2016)]study CT images used  and the preprocessing using image histogram

equalization, thresholding, filtering followedby feature extraction to reduce the process

complications as well asimproveaccuracy [19].

CAD systems provide fast and reliable diagnosis for medical images. [Eman Magdy,

Nourhan Zayed, and Mahmoud Fakhr (2015)]developed an automatic system that

classifies each lung into normal or cancer. In this work, using 70 CT images, Wiener

filtering on the original CT imageswas applied as a preprocessing step. Histogram

analysis combined with thresholding and morphological operations used to segment the

lung regions and extract each lung separately, and Amplitude-Modulation Frequency-

Modulation (AM-FM) methodusedto extract features from ROIs. The significant AM-

FM features selected using Partial Least Squares Regression(PLSR), and finally,

Knearest neighbour (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, and Linear

classifiers used with the selected AM-FM features for classification. The performance of

each classifier in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificityevaluated [42].
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Generally, from all the researchers observed so far we have never come across to a

system that classifies Lung TB and Lung Cancer at a time, except the work of [PATIL

S.A. and Kuchanur M. B(2012)]The diagnostic results obtainedfrom thesystem was as

high as 83% accuracy, and theclassification is achieved using training data sets of147.

Classification accuracy is improved as the numbers of training samples are increased.

This study also concludedthat, back- propagation algorithm of ANNis a good choice for

classification of cancer and TB images.

Digital image processing techniques have been used in developing CAD systems for

locating suspected nodules but too many falsepositive (FP) chestradiographsare made.

These FP€s include rib crossings, rib vessel crossings, vessel-vesselcrossings and end-on

vessels. Accordingly, the challenge to solve for early diagnosis of lung cancer is

associated with the reduction of the number of FP classifications while maintaining a

high degree of true positive (TP) diagnoses, i.e., sensitivity. Several methods have been

proposed to reduce the number of FP ��s� �w�h�i�l�e� �m�a�i�n�t�a�i�n�i�n�g� �a� �h�i�g�h� �s�e�n�s�i�t�i�v�i�t�y�,� �e�s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y� �t�o

define and specify agood feature space which will discriminate between nodules and

non-nodules,malignant and benign [15].

Computed Tomography (CT) is efficient than X-ray. However, the latter is more

generally availableworldwide. Thus initial diagnosis for TB and lung cancer, now

performed by medical doctors, is mainly based on chest X-ray images[1]. Therefore, to

focus the image processingimprovementon the least cost andwidely used medical

imagingtechnique, i.e., x-ray, is important for developing countries like Ethiopiawhere

accessibility of otherimaging is minimal.
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3. METHODOLOGY

In order to achieve objective of the study, the methodology used in this thesis work is

experimental. Image processing based lung disease classification techniques using x-ray

image X-ray images required for the study are collected from three hospitals and

databases from the internet. To remove noises and artifacts from the acquired image,

median filtering used in the preprocessing phase. Once the images are enhanced, to

separate region of interest from the back ground image, image segmentation is carried out

using k-means clustering. Consequently, morphology and texture features (nine feature

sets in total) are extracted. Three classifiers; Naïve Bayes, ANN and KNN are trained

using the features extracted from 70% (210 images) of the image data. The classification

accuracy of individual classifier is tested using the features extracted from 30% (90

images) of the image data for comparison.

Finally, the results obtained from the process summarized in a confusion matrix and bar

graphs. Accuracy and sensitivity analysis results used to describe inter and/or intra

classifier performance.

3.1. The Implementation Tool

To process and classify the x-ray image, MATLAB R2013a application is used in the

study. MATLAB is a dynamic and advanced application for such an imagedata. It is an

interactive environment used by millions of users in science and engineering fields.
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Therefore, this application is a capable and scalable tool to analyze and define a proper

parameter.

MATLAB provides multi-platform environment. This tool is used for prototyping, data

analysis, and visualization with built-in support for matrices and matrix operations. Also,

it is loaded with graphic capabilities, as well as a friendly programming language and

development environment. It enables to test algorithms immediately without

recompilation, simplifies common programming/debugging tasks, and also has a very

quick learning curve for using it in image processing [19].

Lung disease refers to many disorders affecting the lung.As described insection 2.1,

lung disease can be classifiedinto various categories depending onthe part of the lung

affected by the diseases. In the case of this research, the focus is the lung disease

affecting the air sacs(alv`eoli); mainly lung TB and lung cancer.The classification of

lung diseasedesignbased on the extracted features using image analysis techniqueis

describedin this chapter.

3.2. Lung DiseaseClassification Model

The task ofclassificationoccursin a wide range of human activities. The problem of

classificationis concerned with the construction of a procedure thatcan be applied to

differentiateevents, in which they canbe assigned to one of a set of predefined classes

basedon observed attributes or features.Image analysis orcomputer vision is used in the

classificationof lung disease. The classes are the feature or attributescomputed from
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lung diseaseimages. These observed features oflung diseaseused to decide the class or

the type oflungdisease as to belung TB or Lung Cancer.

Images oflung diseaseused in the studyare taken fromthree hospitals andonline from

http://www.chestx-ray.com/�, https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/and https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net.

Upon processing, the final output ofthe process gives the type oflung diseaseof the

givenx-ray image.  Hence, in this research the main interest is to differentiate the type of

lung disease(lung TB or Lung Cancer)by using image analysis technique. This is

because, as describedpreviously (in section 2.1 above), there are many similarities

between Lung Cancer and TB;both are very common, have high prevalence, involve

lung parenchyma and above all,characterizedby similar symptoms.However, there are

many variations between these two entities like they have different etiologies,

consequences, and altogether management. Delay indifferentiating these two closely

linked diseases indiagnosis may results in poorer outcome and lower survival.

Accordingly, identifying the type oflung diseasewhere itbelongswill make thedisease

to besimple to cure.
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Figure 3-1: Lung Disease Classification Model
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Lung disease classification comprises of: Image acquisition, image enhancement or pre-

processing, image segmentation,feature extraction, and finally classification.The lung

disease classification model (figure 3.1) is also proposed in such order.

The 300 x-ray lung imagesacquired from different sourcesresizedto 360x360 windows

and reduced to grayscale.The totalimages are partitioned using 70:30 ration;70% for

the training of classifiers and 30%to test theaccuracy. The next step after image

acquisition is to pre-process the images so that noises and artifacts are removed from the

original image. In our casethis is done bymedian filtering. Once the images are free

from noises, the segmentation process proceeds and the ROI are separated from the

background imageusing K-means clusteringand the images are ready forfurther process

of feature extraction.

Consequently,features of morphology (area, quivD, perimeter, and roundness) and

GLCM (contrast, energy, homogeneity, correlation, and entropy) extracted from the

images. In the trainingline, this features used to train the three classifiers of our interest

of comparison (Naïve Bayes, ANN and KNN) and finally used as a knowledge base. In

the case of testing, the process is the same, but the features extracted from 30% of the

images used as an input tofinally produce the three classes (Normal Lung, Lung TBand

Lung Cancer) as an output and test accuracy of the classifiers under consideration.

3.3. Image Acquisition

The first stepin the process of developing animage classification system is to acquire x-

ray image of our interest. Lung x- ray images have higher noise compared to CT
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(computed tomography) images; hence lot of noise is usually observed[9]. To improve

the contrast, clarity and separate the background noise, it is required to pre-process the

images. Hence, various techniques like smoothing, enhancement are applied to get the

image in the required form. For this study, lung disease images were acquired from;

http://www.chestx-ray.com/ (for normal lung Images),https://openi.nlm.nih.gov/ (for

lung TB Images), andhttps://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net(for Lung Cancer Images).

Besides to these sources certain number of imagesare collectedfrom; Felege Hiwot

Referal Hospital, Gamby Teaching General Hospital and Adinas General Hospital.

The number of images takenfrom the three lung image categories and the sources they

are acquired from are shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Lung Images taken from each type by Sources

No.
Lung Image Type and source

No. of images
Lung type FHRH AGH GTH Internet

1 Normal Lung 15 10 10 65 100

2 Lung TB 30 20 20 30 100

3 Lung Cancer 1 - - 99 100

Total 46 30 30 194 300
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3.4. Image Processing

Image processing is, mainly, the manipulation of images in different ways so that the

desired output of interest is obtained. For that to happen, the image requiredfrom

different sources hasto passthroughvarious linkedandrigorous steps.

3.4.1. Pre-processing

Image pre-processing, resample the chest radiographs by increasing the grey scale

contrast and improve chest x-ray image quality. Image pre-processing step involves

addition of noise and removal of noise to suppress unwanted distortions and enhance the

feature of the image for further processing. The reason for the need of image pre-

processing includes: noise reduction, contrast enhancementand elimination of

acquisition-specific artifacts[22].

3.4.1.1. Edge Detection

Edges in images are areas with strong intensity. Edge detection of an image significantly

reduces the amount of data and filters out useless information, while preserving the

important structural properties in an image. Most edge detection methods work onthe

assumption that the edge occurs where there is a discontinuity in the intensity function or

a very steep intensity gradient in the image. Using this assumption, if one take the

derivative of the intensity value across the image and find points where the derivative is

maximum, then the edge could be located. The gradient is a vector, whose components

measure how rapid pixel value are changing with distance in the x and y direction. There
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are many methods of detecting edges; the majority of different methods may be grouped

into Gradientand Lapalacian.

The gradient method detects the edges by looking for the maximum and minimum in the

first derivative of the image and the Laplacian method searches for zero crossings in the

second derivative of the image to find edges. The Sobel operator is an example of the

gradient method a andpopular edge detection method considered in thiswork. The Sobel

operator is a discrete differentiation operator, computing an approximation of the gradient

of the image intensityfunction.  There exists a function, edge.m, which is in the image

toolbox.  In the edge function, the sobel method uses the derivative approximation to find

edges. Therefore, it returns edges at those points where the gradient ofthe considered

image is maximum [43].

The following advantages of Sobel edge detector justify its superiority over other edge

detection techniques:

Edge Orientation:The geometry of the operator determines a characteristic direction in

which it is most sensitive to edges. Operators can be optimized to look for horizontal,

vertical, or diagonal edges.

Noise Environment: Edge detection is difficult in noisy images, since both the noise and

the edges contain high-frequency content. Attempts to reduce the noise result in blurred

and distorted edges. Operators used on noisy images are typically larger in scope, so they

can average enough data to discount localized noisy pixels. This results in less accurate

localization of the detected edges.
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Edge Structure: Not all edges involve a step change in intensity. Effects such as

refraction or poor focus can result in objects with boundaries defined by a gradual change

in intensity. The operator is chosen to be responsive to such a gradual change in those

cases. Newer wavelet-based techniques actually characterize the nature of the transition

for each

3.4.1.2. Median Filtering

The median is usually taken from a template centered on the point of interest. Given the

arrangement of pixels, the pixel values are arranged into avector format. The vector is

then sorted into ascending order. The median is the central component of the sorted

vector. The median has a well-known ability to remove noises from an image. It has also

a practical advantage, owing to its ability to retain edges while suppressing the noise

contamination [44].

3.4.1.3. Boundary Tracing in Lung DiseaseImage

A radial search technique is used for detecting lung disease borders in clinical x-ray

images. First, it includes two rounds of radial search based on the same center. The first

round search is independent, and the second round search is knowledge-based tracking.

This algorithm provides an accurate way of detecting the border of a mole in an intensity

image.

The radial search algorithm operates on an intensity image, so first the pixels  of  the

image  are  converted  to  form  an  intensity  mole image. Taking the centre of the

intensity mole image as initial point, the  algorithm  casts n radial  lines  emanating  from
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this point  at  equal  angles  of  (360/n)degrees.  Radial search technique finds the border

points through an independent search, for tracking the border based upon its nearest-

neighbor border point.  Line by line the algorithm searches for a border point along each

of the radial lines.

Figure 3-2 Traced lung Images (own experiment)

3.4.2. Image Segmentation

Image segmentation is an essential process for most image analysis subsequent tasks. In

particular, many of the existing techniques for image description andclassification

depends highly on the segmentation results. The goal of segmentation is to simplify

and/or change the representation of the image into something that is more meaningful and

easier to analyze. Image segmentation is typically used to locate objects and boundaries
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(lines, curves, etc.) in images. More precisely, image segmentation is the process of

assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label share

certain visual characteristics[45].

3.4.2.1. K-means Clustering

Cluster analysis is the assignmentof a set of observations into subsets so that

observations in the same cluster are similar in some sense. Clustering is a method of

unsupervised learning, and a common technique for statistical data analysis used in many

fields, including machine learning,data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis,

information retrieval, and bioinformatics. In this work, k-means clustering is done using

Euclidean distance measure for performing image segmentation. Compared to

hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering is found to be simple and efficient. K-means

clustering creates one set of clusters that partitions the data into similar groups, whereas

in Hierarchical it finds successive clusters using previously established clusters. K-means

is more efficient because it just needs to do distance calculation, whereas in hierarchical

need to do full inverse distance weight where efficiency will get reduced. K-means

clustering is an iterative technique that is used to partition an image into K clusters. This

algorithm aims at minimizing an objective function, in this case a Euclidean distance

measure.

3.4.3. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is an important stage that uses algorithms and techniques to detect and

isolate various desired portions or shapes of a given image.When the input data to an
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algorithm is too large to be processed and it is suspected to be notoriously redundant,

then the input data will be transformed into a reduced representation set of features[9].

Feature  extraction  is  the  method  by  which  unique  features  of  lung  injury  images

are extracted.  This method reduces the complexity in classification problems. The

purpose of feature extraction is to reduce the original data set  by  measuring  certain

properties,  or  features,  that distinguish  one  input  pattern  from  another.In this study

the two classification parameters are considered: Morphology and Gray-Level Co-

occurrence Matrix (GLCM). The overall featuresconsidered fromeach are shown in

Fig3.3

Figure 3.3: Morphology and Texture Features
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3.4.3.1. Morphology Features

Morphology is the geometric property of images. In our case it is the size and shape

characteristics of lung disease x-ray image.  It can be obtained from the analysis of binary

images. From the given morphology of lungdisease images; Obj-area, EquivD,

Perimeter, andRoundness features extracted.

3.4.3.2. Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix

The properties of an image texture are detected indirectly by using the Gray levelco-

occurrence matrix (GLCM) from which special indexes called …image indicators† are

exploited. The GLCM is a square matrix whose size is equal to the number of gray levels

which the starting image has been reduced in.  It is a two dimensional histogram ofgray

levels for a pair of pixels, which are separated by a fixed spatial relationship. Once the

window of comparison ends scanning the image, the statistical measures begin to extract

the characteristics of the matrix. The next step to determine the texture features is to

express GLCM€s terms as probabilities; in order to achieve that goal selected statistics

are applied by iterating through the matrix. The probability describes how often one gray

tone will appear in a specified spatial relationship to another gray tone on the image. So

the terms are divided in all possible�c�o�m�b�i�n�a�t�i�o�n�s� �w�i�t�h�i�n� �t�h�e� �m�a�t�r�i�x� �o�f� �i�m�a�g�e� �a�l�o�n�g� �t�h�e

�s�e�l�e�c�t�e�d� �d�i�r�e�c�t�i�o�n�[�4�6�]�.� �T�h�e�n� �i�t ��s� �c�o�n�s�i�d�e�r�e�d� �t�h�e� �n�o�r�m�a�l�i�z�a�t�i�o�n� �e�q�u�a�t�i�o�n� �w�h�o�s�e� �f�o�r�m�u�l�a

�f�o�l�l�o�w�s�:

••••••••••.. eq.1
 & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
 & & & & & & &�.
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�W�h�e�r�e� �C�(�i�,� �j�)� �t�h�e� �v�a�l�u�e� �i�n� �c�e�l�l� �(�i�,�j�)�,� �P�(�i�,� �j�)� �t�h�e� �p�r�o�b�a�b�i�l�i�t�y�,� �N� �t�h�e� �n�u�m�b�e�r� �o�f� �r�o�w�s� �a�n�d� �c�o�l�u�m�n�s

�T�h�e�G�L�C�M�i�s� �j�u�s�t� �t�h�e� �t�o�o�l� �t�o� �s�t�a�r�t� �a�n�d� �t�h�e�n� �g�e�t� �t�h�e� �v�a�r�i�o�u�s� �i�n�d�i�c�a�t�o�r�s�.�I�n� �t�h�i�s� �s�t�u�d�y�:

�c�o�n�t�r�a�s�t�-�I�n�f�o�,� �c�o�r�r�e�l�a�t�i�o�n�-�I�n�f�o�,� �e�n�e�r�g�y�-�I�n�f�o�,� �e�n�t�r�o�p�y�-�I�n�f�o�,� �a�n�d� �h�o�m�o�g�e�n�e�i�t�y�-�I�n�f�o�a�r�e

�c�o�n�s�i�d�e�r�e�d

3.4.4. Classification Model

In image classification, the primary objective is to categorize objects in the scene (lung

disease Images) from a set of measurements of the objects. The measured values are the

features of the pattern. A set of similar objects or patterns possessing moreor less

identical features are said to belong to a certain category called classes.

In this thesis work,five texture,four morphological and six color featuresareconsidered

for the classification of lung disease image. Hence, three categories or classes of the

feature values of each lung disease available in all images in the sample (N=300). In the

training process, the class values were provided because supervised learningis used. In

order to test the classification accuracy of the system, feature data sets not in the training

data set used. In the classification process, the total data set partitioned to 70% for

training and 30 % for testing. The class labels corresponding to the type of lung disease

are categorical data. Hence, representing these values required using a corresponding

name to simplify the representation that is appropriate to the pattern classifier program.

Since there are three classes that correspond to the predefined type of lung disease, which

correspond to three outputs neurons used in the output vector; first, second and third (i.e.

normal, lung TB and lung cancer).
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3.4.5. Training

The other major components of classification in lung disease arelearning and testing

processes.  In the training process, to classify lung disease image, first each lung disease

image is taken from different sources and labeled with the type of lung disease. Lung TB,

for instance, labeled as lung TB category or class.Then, features are extracted from

tagged images by using image analysis as described in the previous section. Features that

are used as input classifier extracted and then the system is trained by the classifier from

the available information source. Hence, the stored feature acts as a knowledge base,

which is used to test the accuracy of the classifier.

3.4.6. Testing

The feature extraction of the testing process is done in the same way as the feature

extraction of the training process. The extracted features areused as input to the pattern

classifier. The pattern classifier uses the knowledge obtained in the training process to

test the classification accuracy of the system.

3.5. Classifier

A pattern classifier is software that is used to train, test and analyze aproblem based on

the training and testing model of the classification algorithm. In this study we select three

classifiers to analyze their generalization capability; Naïve Bayes, Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN).
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3.5.1. Naive BayesClassifier

Naive Bayes classifieris a family of simpleprobabilistic classifierbased on

applyingBayes' theoremwith strong independenceassumptions between features. Naive

Bayes is a simple technique for constructing classifiers: models that assign class labels to

problem instances, represented as vectors offeaturevalues, where the class labels are

drawn from some finite set. It isnot a singlealgorithmfor training such classifiers, but a

family of algorithms based on a common principle: all naive Bayes classifiers assume

that the value of a particular feature isindependentof the value of any other feature,

given the class variable. This assumption of class independence allows the Naive Bayes

classifier to better estimate the parameters required foraccurate classification while using

less training data than many other classifiers.

For some types of probability models, naive Bayes classifiers can be trained very

efficiently in a supervised learning setting. In many practical applications, parameter

estimation for naive Bayes models uses the method of maximum likelihood; in other

words, one can work with the naive Bayes model without accepting Bayesian probability

or using any Bayesian methods.

Despite their naive design and apparently oversimplified assumptions, naive Bayes

classifiers have worked quite well in many complex real-world situations.An advantage

of naive Bayes is that it only requires a small number of training data to estimate the

parameters necessary for classification.. Figure 3.4shows the decision tree produced by

the classifier for the lung disease.
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Figure 3-4: Decision tree of Naive Bayes Classifier

3.5.2. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Classifier

In this classifier the purpose is to select appropriate topology and learning algorithm that

best fits to the proposed classification model.Its basic components are;learning

Paradigm, architecture, learning algorithm, and activation function:

Learning Paradigm: It is a model of the environment in which the neural network

operates to learn or train the system. Based on the type of learning process, the networks

can be supervised or unsupervised. In supervised learning, the desired output is available

for all of the samples needed to be trained. In unsupervised learning, the system must
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determine the classes structure mainly the optimal numbers of classes and their

properties.

Architecture: It is the topology of the network that describes the pattern of connections

between neurons. In this case, we use feed forward multi layer prceptron (MLP) model.

A feed-forward multilayer ANN is a topology in which neurons are arranged in layer.

The first layer gets the input data from the environment and the last layer generates

output.  Layers other than input and output layers are called hidden layers. The ith layer

gets input from each of the neurons in the immediate preceding layer (ith - 1) weighted by

some weight factor for 1 < I‡ N.  A feed forward multilayer perceptronwith 2 hidden

layers is shownin Figure 3.2. In this case N=4, and is called 3 layer perceptron.

Figure 3-5: Multilayer Perceptron Model with 2 hidden Layers (Source: own)

Learning algorithm: Learning in ANN indicates the methods used to determine the

adaptation of weights between the connections of two neurons.MLP feed-forward

network uses back propagation learning algorithm for adapting its weights to a sequence

of training samples during a learning phase. A back propagation algorithm is a supervised

learning algorithm that propagates classification errors from the output layers back

toward to the input layers and modify the weight to minimize the total error.
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It is the processing logic that computes the neuron€s final output state. Back propagation

requires continuous and differentiable activation function. Hence, sigmoid function was

used in order to provide smooth control of the input and output relationship.

3.5.3. K-Nearest Neighborhood Classifier (KNN)

The k-NN is a non-parametric method used for classification and regression.In k-NN

classification, the output is a class membership. An object is classified by a majority vote

of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common among its k

nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k= 1, then the object is

simply assigned to the class of that single nearest neighbor.

The training examples are vectors in a multidimensional feature space, each with a class

label. The training phase of the algorithm consists only of storing the feature vectors and

class labels of the training samples. In the classification phase, k is a user-defined

constantclassified by assigning the label which is most frequent among the k training

samples nearest to that query point.

A commonly used distance metric for continuous variables is Euclidean distance. For

discrete variables another metric such as the overlap metric can be used. Often, the

classification accuracy of k-NN can be improved significantly if the distance metric is

learned with specialized algorithms such as Large Margin Nearest Neighbor or

Neighbourhood components analysis.A drawback of the basic "majority voting"

classification occurs when the class distribution is skewed. That is, examples of a more

frequent classtend to dominate the prediction of the new example, because they tend to
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be common among thek nearest neighbors due to their large number.One way to

overcome this problem is to weight the classification, taking into account the distance

from the test point to each of itsk nearest neighbors[47].

After image acquisition, to remove noises and artifacts from the original image,median

filtering used as a second step. Once the image is enhanced, to separate region of interest

from the back ground image, image segmentation is carried out using k-means clustering

as a third step.Finally, featureextraction of morphology and GLCM features.

3.6. PerformanceMeasurements

Classification performanceis measured by the power its can correctly predict true

negatives (Specificity),true positives (Sensitivity) and its accuracy. Accordingly, to

select the best classifiersamong classifiersconsidered inour model, thesemeasurements

areused and results are calculatedusing the following formulas;

�S�e�n�s�i�t�i�v�i�t�y�	�(�%�)�= �× �1�0�0�%�,

�S�p�e�c�i�i�c�i�t�y�	�(�%�)�= �+ �× �1�0�0�%�,

�A�c�c�u�r�a�c�y�	�(�%�)�=
�+

�+ �+ �+ �× �1�0�0�%�,

Where, TP,TF, FP, and FN standfor True Positive, TrueNegative,False Positive and

False Negative respectively[48].

eq. ••••••••. 2
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Accordingly, table of experimental results byclassifiers and using three scenarios

contains the followingarrangementin the confusion matrix.

Table 3.2: lung disease classificationConfusion matrix

Where, TN, TPTB, TPTC, FPNL, FNTB and FNLC are; True Negative, True Positive for

Lung TB, True Positive For Lung Cancer, False Positive for Normal Lung, False

Negative For Lung TB and FalseNegative for Lung Cancer respectively.

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Row Total

Normal

Lung

True Normal Lung

(TN)

Normal Lung, but

classified as TB(FNTB)

Normal Lung, but

classified as Cancer

(FNLC)

TN+FNTB+FNLC

Lung TB
TB, but classified as

Normal Lung (FPNL)

True Lung TB

(TPTB)

TB, but classified as

Cancer (FPLC)
FPNL+TPTB+FPLC

Lung

Cancer

Cancer, but classified as

Normal Lung (FPNL)

Cancer, butclassified as

TB (FPTB)

True Lung Cancer

(TPLC)
FPNL+FPTB+TPLC

Column

Total
TN+FPNL TPTB+FPTB TPLC+FPLC

Total

Test Data

Sensitivity/

Specificity
( )x�1�0�0 ( )x100 ( )x100
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In image processing, factors such as blurriness, unnatural colors, noise, and artifacts often

affect the quality of the acquired image, which is not adequate for further processing.

Thereforethe pre-processing of the imageis done by median filtering.The preprocessed

images are given as an input to the segmentationprocess and then theROIs are separated

from the backgroundimage using K-means clustering. The output obtained in this

processalso used as an input to feature extraction process.The purpose of feature

extraction is to reduce original data set by measuring certain features that distinguish one

region of interest from another.Then, four morphology and five GLCM (texture) features

extracted from the segmented images, and used as input to classifiers to eventually

evaluate accuracy performance.

Accordingly, the evaluation of the testing instances usingNaïve Bayes, ANN and KNN

classifiersdescribedin detail as follows;

4.1. Experimental Results

In the previous section, morphologicalandGLCM featuresaredescribed.Nine features

(four morphology andfive GLCM features)identified.  These featuresused to classify

thethree lung images; normal lung and thetwo lung diseases(TB and lung cancer).

Therefore, experimental scenariosdesignedto test the classification performance by

taking the extracted features oflung diseaseimages.In order to get a more accurate

result, collecteddataare classified andtested usingthree different algorithms, namely;
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ANN, KNN and NaiveBayes. A total of 300lung imagescollectedfrom three hospitals

and the interneton a proportional basisfrom each of the threelung images: normallung,

and the predefinedlung diseases(Lung TB and LungCancer) which are 100 sample

images from each.

The two basic phases of pattern classification, whichare(i) the training phase,to obtain

the desired result thatdata is repeatedly presented to the classifier, (ii) Testing phase, the

trained system applied to data that it has never seen to check the performance of the

classification. From the total data set of eachlung images type (bothdiseased and

normal)70%, which is 210used for trainingand30% or90 imagedataused for testing.

In general,the classifier is given input features based on the scenario of the designed

experiment andhenceproduceoutput features. In this study,as there are three predefined

lung images, the outputput classesare also three.The dataarenormalized with mean 0

and variance 1.

4.1.1. Naïve Bayes Classifier

Naïve Bayesclassifier is a statistical classifier, which is probability distribution. It

classifies an object into the class to which it is most likely to belongto the observed

features. Threeexperimental scenariosdesignedto test the classification performance

based on the extracted set of features; morphological, GLCM (texture) anda combination

of the two features.From the available300 lung images (100 from each of the three

types), 70% (70 images from each)used to build training, and the remaining 30%(30

images from each)used fortesting purpose.
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4.1.1.1. MorphologyFeatures

In this experimentation, four morphological features:Area, EquivD, Perimeter, and

Roundnessusedfrom the dataas input to the classifier.Output classesare three thatthat

correspond to the three predefinedlung imagetypes. The classification result of Naïve

Bayes classifierusing the selected morphologyfeatureis shown in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: NaïveBayes Classifier Using Morphology Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 16 7 7 30

Lung TB 4 15 11 30

Lung Cancer 5 10 15 30

Total 25 32 33 90

Sensitivity/

Specificity
53.33% 50.00% 50.00%

When the trained system is tested for accuracy by NaïveBayes classifierusing

Morphology feature, of the test instancesfrom Normal Lung, Lung TB and Lung cancer,

16, 15, and 15respectively(46 in total) are correctly classified while theremaining 14,

15, and 15for Normal lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancerrespectively(44 in total) are

misclassified.

Table 4-1, the confusion matrix, shows the number of testexamples whose actual class is

the row heading and whose predicted class isthe column heading.Figuresin thediagonal

Classified Misclassified
46 44

51.11% 48.89%
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from the leftof thetableare instances that arecorrectly classified where asthe remaining

aremisclassified.

In accordance, the overall classification of Naïve Bayes classifier on the selected

morphological  feature showed that from the total90 instances,46 (51.11%) arecorrectly

classified and44 (8.89% )  are misclassified.

Analysis of the Result

The result of Naïve Bayesian classification using morphology feature showed that the

classification accuracy ofNormal lung, Lung TB and Lung Canceris 16 (53.33%), 15

(50.00%) and 15 (50.00%) respectively. Lung TB 15 (50%) and Lung Cancer15

(50.0%) aremoremisclassified withequalpercentage than the normal lung14 (46.66%).

This showsthat there isa strong morphology relationship betweenthe two lung diseases.

Accordingly, the analysis of Naïve Bayes classification using morphology feature shows

the strongcorrelationof lung TB and Lung Cancer. This isindicated asa bar chart in

Figure 4-1 below.

Figure 4-1: Naïve Bayes Classification using morphology Features
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4.1.1.2. Texture Features

The GLCM is a tool for image feature extraction by mapping the grey level co-

occurrence probabilities based on spatial relations of pixels in different angular

directions. TheGLCM basedfeaturesextracted fromthe threeimagetypesare: contrast,

energy,homogeneity, correlation, and entropy.

Table 4-2: Naïve Bayes Classifier Using Texture Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 20 4 6 30
Lung TB 2 18 10 30

Lung Cancer 4 9 17 30

Total 26 31 33 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity 66.67% 60.00% 56.67%

As it is shownin Table 4-2, Naïve Bayes classifierof the texture features,55 (61.11%)

arecorrectly classified and 35(38.89%) aremisclassified.

Analysis of the Result

The result of Naïve Bayesian classification using texture feature showed thatthe accuracy

of Normal lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancerare20(66.67%), 18(60%)  and 16 (56.67%)

respectively.

Classified Misclassified
55 35

61.11% 38.89%
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Lung Cancerimages, 13(43.33%) aremore misclassified thanLung TB images, 12 (40

%) andlung cancer imagesaremore misclassifiedthan normal lung images, 10 (33.33%).

Besides, there is a significant misclassification among each type of lung diseases andthe

normal lung; Normal lung to Lung TB4(13.33%), Normal Lung to Lung Cancer6

(20%), andLung TB to Lung Cancer10 (33.33%). This meansthat there issharing of

texture among thetwo lung diseases, but compared to morphological features it is less

strong. The chart inFigure 4-2 depicted suchabehavior of lung diseases.

Figure 4-2:   Bayes Classification using texture Feature
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Table 4-3: Naïve Bayes Classifier Using Morphology and Texture Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 21 5 4 30

LungTB 1 19 10 30

Lung Cancer 4 8 18 30

Total 26 32 32 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity 70.00% 63.33% 60.00%

Classified Misclassified
58 32

64.44% 35.56%

As it is shownin Table 4-3, Naïve Bayes classifier usingmorphologyandtexture features

showed, 58(64.44%) are accuratelyclassified while the remaining 32(35.56%) are

misclassified.

Analysis of the Result

The result of Naïve Bayesian classification using morphologyand texture features

showed that Normal lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancerare21 (70%), 19 (63.33%)  and18

(60%) respectively.In thiscase,

In this case,Lung Cancer images, 12 (43.33%),are more misclassified than Lung TB

images, 11 (36.67%), and lung cancer images are more misclassified than normal lung

images,9 (30%). Besides, there is a significant misclassification among eachother; Lung

TB to Lung Cancer 10 (33.33%)and lung Cancer to lung TB 8(26.66%). As shown in

the figure 4-3, the combined features accuracy is much better than theindividual.
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Figure 4-3: Bayes Classification Using Combined Features

4.1.2. Neural Network Classifier

A Neural Network is an adaptable system that can learn relationships through repeated
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function of the hidden layeris tan hyperbolic function. The networkis trained to output1,
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indicated in theexperimentation scenarios. The neuron numbers of hidden layersare
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input to the neural network. The neuron number of the output layeris three based on the

number of predefined type oflung diseasesimage data.

During training, the connection weights of the neural networkare initialized with some

random values. The training samples in the training setare input to the neural network

classifier in random order and the connection weightsto adjustaccording to the error

backpropagationlearning rule.

Similar to the Naïve Bayes classification, the experimentis conducted under three

scenarios; morphology,textureandcombinedfeatures.

4.1.2.1. Morphology Features

As mentionedin section4.1.2, the numbers of neurons in the hidden layersare eightfor

the first and the second hidden layers. Table 4-4 shows the classificationoutput as

classifiedand misclassified of the testing image data.

Table 4-4: Artificial Neural Network Classifier Using Morphology Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 19 6 5 30

Lung TB 5 17 8 30

Lung Cancer 4 10 16 30

Total 28 33 29 90

Sensitivity/

Specificity
63.33% 56.67% 53.33%

Classified Misclassified
52 38

57.78% 42.22%
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As it is shownin Table 4-4, ANN classifier using morphology feature, 52 (57.78%) are

correctly classified and38 (42.22%) aremisclassified.

Analysis of the Result

The result of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classificationusing morphology feature

showsthat the classification accuraciesof Normal Lung, Lung TB andLung Cancerare

19 (63.33%), 17 (56.67%) and 16(53.33%) respectively. Normal lung is more

misclassified to Lung TB6(20%), Lung TB more misclassified to Lung Cancer

8(26.67%) and Lung Cancer ismore misclassified to Lung TB10 (33.33%). It meansthat

there isa morphologicalrelationship betweenLung TB and Lung Cancer. In general, the

morphological classification pattern of Naïve Bayes and ArtificialNeural Network

classifiers are similar, however, the performance accuracyis increased in Artificial

Neural Network case(the correct classification for ANN was57.78% while it is 51.11%

for Naïve Bayes).The analysis of ANN classification using morphology feature that

shows the correlationof eachtypelung diseases indicatedin Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4: ANN Classification Using Morphology Feature
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4.1.2.2. Texture Features

As it is indicated in Table 4-5, the result of ANN classifier based on the texture features,

60 (66.67%) areaccuratelyclassified and 30 (33.33%) instancesaremisclassified.

Table 4-5: ANN Classifier Using Texture Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 21 5 4 30

Lung TB 1 19 10 30

Lung Cancer 2 8 20 30

Total 24 32 34 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity

70.00% 63.33% 66.67%

Analysis of the Result

The classification accuracy of ANN classifier using texture featureof Normal Lung,

Lung TB and Lung Cancer is 21 (70%), 19 (63.33%), and 20(66.67%) respectively.

Lung TB is more misclassified to Lung Cancer, 10 (33.33%) and lung Canceris more

misclassified to Lung TB, 8 (26.67%). This indicates that thereis a significant

misclassification amonglung diseases showing thatthere is a sharing of texture from one

lung disease type toanother. The analysis of ANN classification using texture feature

showsthe correlation of the three types of lung imagesasindicated in Figure 4-5.

Classified Misclassified
60 30

66.67% 33.33%
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Figure 4-5: ANN Classification UsingTexture Feature

4.1.2.3. Combined Features

Using combinedfeatures (morphology and texture), the classification input featuresare

nine corresponding to the four morphological features and five texture features.Output

classesarealso three. The classification resultis shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6: ANN Classifier using Combined Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 23 3 4 30
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Lung Cancer 1 9 20 30

Total 26 34 30 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity 76.67% 73.33% 66.67%
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As it is indicated in Table 4-6, theresult of ANN classifier using morphologyandtexture

features, 65 (72.22%) arecorrectly classified and25 (27.78%) are misclassified.

Analysis of the Result

The classification accuracy of ANN classifier using combined features of  Normal Lung,

Lung TB and Lung Cancer is 23 (76.67%), 22 (73.33%), and 20 (66.67%) respectively.

Lung TB is more misclassified to Lung Cancer,6 (20%) and lung Cancer is more

misclassified to Lung TB,9 (30%). Compared to the combined features in Naïve Bayes,

ANN has lesser misclassification among each type lung diseases.ANN€sclassification

usingcombinedfeatures isshown in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4.6: ANN Classification of Combined Features
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4.1.3. KNN Classifier

In KNN classification, the output is a class membership. An object is classified by a

majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common

among itsk nearestneighbors (kis a positiveinteger, typically small). Ifk = 1, then the

object is simply assigned to the class of that single nearest neighbor.It is a type

of instance-based learning, where the function is only approximated locally and all

computation is deferred until classification.

TheKNN algorithm is among the simplest of allmachine learningalgorithms. The

training phase of the algorithm consists only of storing thefeature vectorsand class labels

of the training samples. In the classification phase,k is a user-defined constant, and an

unlabeled vector (a query or test point) is classified by assigning the label which is most

frequent among thek training samples nearest to that query point. A commonly used

distance metric forcontinuous variablesis Euclidean distance.

The comparison ofthe test data which contain only the input variables to that reference

set the distance of the unknown to K nearestneighborsdetermines its class assignment by

either averaging the class numbers of the K nearestreference points or by obtaining a

majority vote for them.Thek-nearest neighbor classifier for thelung diseasedata, where

k = 9, astheinput feature vectorare 9.
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Figure 4-7: KNN Classification model

4.1.3.1. Morphology Features

As in the previouscases, the four morphological features togetherareused as inputand

threeoutput classes that correspond to the three predefinedlung imagetypes (Table 4.7).

Table 4-7: The KNN Classifier Using Morphology Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 24 4 2 30

Lung TB 2 22 6 30

Lung Cancer 2 7 21 30

Total 28 33 29 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity 80.00% 73.33% 70.00%

Classified Misclassified
67 23

74.44% 25.56%

As it is indicated in Table 4-7, the result of KNN classifier using morphology features 67

(74.44%) are correctly classified and 23 (25.56%)are misclassified.
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Analysis of the Result

The KNN classification using morphology featurerevealed that the classification

accuraciesof Normal Lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancerare 24(80%), 22(73.33), and

21(70%) respectively. In this case, similar to otherclassifiersusingmorphology feature,

Lung TB is more misclassified to lung Cancer6 (20%) and Lung Canceris more

misclassified tolung TB 7(23.33%)of which the resultis significant in both cases.

Hence, morphologically, lung TB and lungCancer imagesareclosely related. As per the

result,compared to KNN, the morphologicalclassification patterns of Naïve Bayes and

Artificial Neural Network havelower performance. The correlation ofNormal Lung,

lung TB and lung Canceramong each otherusingmorphology featureby KNN showed

in figure4-8.

Figure 4-8: KNN Classification Using Morphology Feature
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4.1.3.2. Texture Features

As indicated in Table 4-8, the KNN classifier based on the texture features, 76 (84.44%)

arecorrectly classified and14 (15.56%) aremisclassified.

Table 4-8: KNN Classifier Using texture Features

Normal Lung Lung TB Lung Cancer Total

Normal Lung 26 2 2 30

Lung TB 1 26 3 30

Lung Cancer 1 5 24 30

Total 28 33 29 90
Sensitivity/
Specificity 86.67% 86.67% 80.00%

Classified Misclassified

76 14

84.44% 15.56%

Analysis of the Result

The result of KNN classification using texture feature showedthat the classification

accuraciesof Normal Lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancer are26(86.67%), 26(86.67%),

24(80%) respectively. Normal Lungequally misclassified toboth Lung TB andLung

Cancer 2(3.33%), Lung TB is more misclassified to Lung Cancer 3(10%) and Lung

Canceris more misclassified to Lung TB5(16.67%). Accordingly, thereis a significant

misclassification amongLung TB and Lung Cancer while itis not for the normal lung.

This shows that there is a sharing of texturefrom lung TB to Lung cancer and the reverse.
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The analysis of KNN classification using texture feature that shows the correlation of the

three types of lung imagesis depicted inFigure 4-9.

Figure 4-9: KNN Classification Using Texture Feature
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As it is indicatedin Table 4-10, the result of KNN classifier using both morphology and

features of the test data, 78 (86.67%) are accuratelyclassified and12 (13.33) are

incorrectly classified.

The result of KNN classification usingcombinedfeatures showed that the classification

accuracy of Normal Lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancer are27(90%), 26(86.67%), 25

(83.33%) respectively. Normal Lung is more misclassified to LungTB 2(6.67%), Lung

TB is more misclassified to Lung Cancer3(10%) and Lung Cancer is moremisclassified

to Lung TB4(13.33%). The analysis of KNN classification usingcombinedfeatures that

shows the correlation of the threetypesof lung images isdepicted inFigure 4-10.

Figure 4-10: KNN Classification Using Combined Feature
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4.1.4.PerformanceComparison of Classifiers

From all the previous tables (confusion matrix), accuracy and sensitivity results

summarized in table 4-10, andthese measurementsjudge the most effectiveoneamong

classifiersconsidered in the study.

Table 4-10: Accuracy and Sensitivity by Classifier

As shown in the Table, KNN gives the best classificationaccuracy of86.67%. Its

sensitivity is 86.67% for lung TB and 83.33% for Lung Cancerwhile its specificity is

90%. On the other hand, Naïve Bayes is theleast classifier achieving only 74.44%

accuracy. Its sensitivity is63.33% and 60.00%for Lung TB and Lung Cancer

respectivelywith a specificity of70%.

Accuracy
Sensitivity

Specificity
Lung TB Lung Cancer

Naïve Bayes 74.44% 63.33% 60.00% 70.00%

ANN 84.44% 73.33% 66.67% 76.67%

KNN 86.67% 86.67% 83.33% 90.00%

Classifier

Evaluation
Test
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Figure 4-11: Sensitivity by Lungdisease

As can be seen in Figure 4-11, sensitivity/specificity results are much higher for KNN in

all the lung image types.When we look at theindividual result by lung image type,KNN

identify best TrueNegatives and it is more sensitive to Lung TB than Lung Cancer.

To summarize, the experimentis conducted under three scenarios; first, by using feature

sets of morphology, then by usingtexture featureand, finally, by combining the two

together. After an independent experimentationof these scenarioson each ofthe

classifiers, the experimentalresults arethen compared toeachclassifierusing different

measurements. Accordingly, the final result revealed that texture have more

discriminating power than morphologyfeatures, and the classification performance of

KNN is the best followed byArtificial Neural Network.
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Figure 4-11: Sensitivity by Lungdisease

As can be seen in Figure 4-11, sensitivity/specificity results are much higher for KNN in

all the lung image types.When we look at theindividual result by lung image type,KNN

identify best TrueNegatives and it is more sensitive to Lung TB than Lung Cancer.

To summarize, the experimentis conducted under three scenarios; first, by using feature

sets of morphology, then by usingtexture featureand, finally, by combining the two

together. After an independent experimentationof these scenarioson each ofthe

classifiers, the experimentalresults arethen compared toeachclassifierusing different

measurements. Accordingly, the final result revealed that texture have more

discriminating power than morphologyfeatures, and the classification performance of

KNN is the best followed byArtificial Neural Network.
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Figure 4-11: Sensitivity by Lungdisease

As can be seen in Figure 4-11, sensitivity/specificity results are much higher for KNN in

all the lung image types.When we look at theindividual result by lung image type,KNN

identify best TrueNegatives and it is more sensitive to Lung TB than Lung Cancer.

To summarize, the experimentis conducted under three scenarios; first, by using feature

sets of morphology, then by usingtexture featureand, finally, by combining the two

together. After an independent experimentationof these scenarioson each ofthe

classifiers, the experimentalresults arethen compared toeachclassifierusing different

measurements. Accordingly, the final result revealed that texture have more

discriminating power than morphologyfeatures, and the classification performance of

KNN is the best followed byArtificial Neural Network.
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5. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATION S

5.1 Conclusions

TB remains one of the leading causes of mortalityin Ethiopia. According to the 2014

WHO report, the prevalence and incidence of all forms of TB are 211 and 224 per

100,000 of the population, respectively. Moreover, Ethiopia is one of the high multidrug

resistant TB (MDR TB) burden countries. According to the recentnational TB drug

resistance surveillance report, 2.3% of new TB cases and 17.8% ofpreviously treated TB

cases areestimated to have MDR.Lung cancer isalso the most frequent cancer death

among men in the worldand also a problem in Ethiopia. And the diagnosis of

tuberculosis and lung cancer can be difficult as symptoms of both diseases are similar. A

missed or wrong diagnosis ofthe two diseasesby cliniciancan lead to delays in treatment

andhenceprogression ofthedisease. Thismeansthat lung cancer is often misdiagnosed

as pulmonary tuberculosis,and vice versa, hence causing significant delay in diagnosing

both. Therefore, we proposed and analyzedthe classification problem of lung disease

under different categories, whichinclude, morphologicaland GLCM features extracted

from a lung images taken from Normal lung, Lung TB and Lung Cancer by using image

analysis techniques. These selected featuresareused as input to the classification model.

In the study, we have found that LungTB and Lung Cancer have close morphological

features, where as the texture feature plays an important role in discriminating the two

lung diseases.After partitioningthe acquired images reasonably for training and testing,

the preprocessing, segmentationand feature extractionare carriedout with appropriate
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techniquesand, finally, the extractedfeatures tested usingthree classifiers so that

appropriate classifier selected using itsaccuracy andsensitivity result.

Accordingly,after the experimentis conducted underthreescenarios of the features data;

Morphology, texture, andby combiningall together, the result showed that the two lung

diseases classified more accuratelyusingKNN than ANNor Naïve Bayes classifier,

5.2 Recommendations

It is true that there areprogressesin the healthcaresystem of Ethiopiain recent years.

However, there arealsolots of assignmentswaiting aheadthatstill requirean immediate

attention. For instance, cancer is little known and littleawarenessto TB casesin the

community, peopledie of lung cancer whilethey are treated for lung TB, and the

prevalenceof MDR TB is increasingovertime.

The image analysis for theclassificationof the type oflung diseasecan be further

scrutinized. The work can also be seen indepth and research by the differentimage

processing techniques. In light with this, the following recommendations are made for

further research and improvements.

ðü Identification ofmore lung diseaseslike chronic obstructive pulmonary (COPD)

disease andpneumoniaby incorporatingmore features

ðü Lung disease Co-occurrenceclassificationusing image analysis
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APPENDIX

GUI

//

function mnuExtractFeature_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle to mnuExtractFeature (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved- to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

bw2  = handles.bw2;
imgvec = edu_imgresize(bw2);
% axes(handles.axes14);
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% plotchar(imgvec);
% handles.imgvec = imgvec;
% guidata(hObject, handles);
% GLCM2 = graycomatrix(bw2);
% allst = graycoprops(GLCM2,'all');
% contrastInfo = allst.Contrast;
% [contrastInfo,PS] = mapstd(contrastInfo);
% display(contrastInfo)
% energyInfo=  allst.Energy;
% % display(energyInfo)
% homogeneityInfo = allst.Homogeneity;
% % display(homogeneityInfo)
% correlationInfo = allst.Correlation;
% % display(correlationInfo)
%total=contrastInfo+energyInfo+correlationInfo;
% display(total);
I2 = im2double(bw2);
% skewnessInfo=skewness(I2(:));
% skewnessinf = abs(skewnessInfo);
% display(skewnessInfo)
C=imfill(bw2,'holes');
[Label,Total]=bwlabel(C,8);
num=4;
[row, col] = find(Label==num);
sx=min(col)-0.5;
sy=min(row)-0.5;
breadth=max(col)-min(col)+1;
len=max(row)-min(row)+1;
BBox=[sx sy breadth len];
%display(BBox);
Obj_area=numel(row);
% display(Obj_area);
%-------------------
X=mean(col);
Y=mean(row);
Centroid=[X Y];
% display(Centroid);
BW=bwboundaries(Label==num);
c=cell2mat(BW(1));
Perimeter=0;
for i=1:size(c,1)-1
Perimeter=Perimeter+sqrt((c(i,1)-c(i+1,1)).^2+(c(i,2)-c(i+1,2)).^2);
end
% display(Perimeter);
EquivD=sqrt(4*(Obj_area)/pi);
% display(EquivD);
Roundness=(4*Obj_area*pi)/Perimeter.^2;
[Roundness,PS] = mapstd(Roundness);
display(Roundness)
display(Roundness);
% data=[Roundness,EquivD,Perimeter,correlationInfo,homogeneityInfo,energyInfo,contrastInfo,Obj_area];
% display(data);
%I=imread('37.jpg');
S = handles.S;
rgb = im2double(S);
im=imresize(S, [360 360]);
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imgGray1 = rgb2gray(S);
% axes(handles.axes17);
% imshow(imgGray1)
GLCM2 = graycomatrix(imgGray1);
allst = graycoprops(GLCM2,'all');
contrastInfo = allst.Contrast;
[contrastInfo,PS] = mapstd(contrastInfo);
display(contrastInfo)
energyInfo =  allst.Energy;
% display(energyInfo)
homogeneityInfo = allst.Homogeneity;
% display(homogeneityInfo)
correlationInfo = allst.Correlation
entropyinfo = entropy(imgGray1)
display(entropyinfo)
r = rgb(:, :, 1);
g = rgb(:, :, 2);
b = rgb(:, :, 3);

% Implement the conversion equations.
num = 0.5*((r- g) + (r - b));
den = sqrt((r- g).^2 + (r- b).*(g - b));
theta = acos(num./(den + eps));

H = theta;
H(b > g) = 2*pi- H(b > g);
H = H/(2*pi);

num = min(min(r, g), b);
den = r + g + b;
den(den == 0) = eps;
S = 1- 3.* num./den;

H(S ==0) = 0;

I = (r + g + b)/3;

% Combine all three results into an hsi image.
%cat used for concatination
hsi = cat(3, H, S, I);
% axes(handles.axes15);
% title('HSI Image');
% imshow(hsi);

redMean = mean2(rgb(:,:,1));
% display(redMean)
greenMean =mean2(rgb(:,:,2));
% display(greenMean)
blueMean = mean2(rgb(:,:,3));
% display(blueMean)
%-------------------------------
HueMean = mean2(hsi(:,:,1));
% display(HueMean)
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SatuMean = mean2(hsi(:,:,2));
% display(SatuMean)
InteMean=mean2(hsi(:,:,3));
% display(InteMean)
data1=[redMean,greenMean,blueMean,HueMean,SatuMean,InteMean];
% display(data1)
%************************************************************************************
*******************
Featuredata=[Roundness EquivD Perimeter correlationInfo entropyinfo homogeneityInfo energyInfo
contrastInfo Obj_area redMean greenMean blueMean HueMean SatuMean InteMean];
%************************************************************************************
**********************
% display(Featuredata)
[lungdataset,PS] = mapstd(Featuredata);
display(lungdataset)
save lungdata.mat lungdataset
set(handles.txt_msg,'String','Features are Extracted');

% display(Featuredata)

//

function mnuLoadImage_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle tomnuLoadImage (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved- to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile({'*.bmp';'*.jpg';'*.gif';'*.*'}, 'Pick an Image File');
S =imread([pathname,filename]);
axes(handles.axes1);
imshow(S);

handles.S = S;
guidata(hObject, handles);

% --------------------------------------------------------------------
function mnuExit_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject    handle tomnuExit (see GCBO)
% eventdata  reserved- to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
selection = questdlg('Do You Want to QUIT.....',...

'Close Request Function',...
'Yes','No','Yes');

switch selection,
case 'Yes',

close all
case 'No'
return

end


